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For the novice as well as the sophisticate, this book is full of surprises. It includes subtle discoveries

lying just "beneath" the text -- hidden messages, encryptions, deliberate misspellings and other

amendments to the text -- that present implications beyond the immediate context, demonstrating a

skillful design that has its origin from outside our space and time. Drawing upon over forty years of

collecting, Chuck highlights in this book many of the precious nuggets that have become

characteristic of his popular Bible studies around the world.It is guaranteed to stimulate, provoke,

and, hopefully, to disturb. It will confound the skeptic and encourage the believer. It is a "must read"

for every thinking seeker of truth and serious inquirer of reality.Copyright Â© 11-01-2000
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This pocket size Book Hidden Treasures in the Biblical text By Chuck Missler is a must have for

every Christian. What Missler does is show how the Bible is a self authenticating book, in other

words it proves itself with hidden delights; And some of then hidden delights are hidden in plan

sight. Missler shows how a genealogy in Genesis is also the Gospel story hidden in plan sight;

Missler shows how the Writer of the Bible knew the value of pi to the 15 places, way back 1000s of



years before computers; Missler shows how Prophecy, Patterns, The Stars at Night, and many

other things prove out the Bible as true. This little book may cause you to never look at the Bible the

same way again. Get a copy for yourself, and get one or more for your friends and family.

This book revealed amazing facts in the Bible that give the reader a deeper appreciation for the

truth of the Bible. I verified some of the book's statements with Bible scholars and experts in the

Hebrew language. I recommend this book to anyone who wishes to get a deeper knowledge of Holy

Scripture.

The small details when compiled by Mr Missler produce powerful revelations and ultimate truths that

will make you shout for joy, say a prayer or ask for mercy. This gem of bible treasures will convict

your heart leave you in amazement and awe of how great God truly is and how much he LOVES

ALL of us.... "Hidden Treasures" a little book with a big message has reinforced my faith and

encourages me to continue to seek the real treasure Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.... "Hidden

Treasures" a treasure found worth more than silver and gold! Deuteronomy 4:35

A must read for Christians who love the Word. A great, albiet small collection of "jewels" about and

from the Word. In an age with few absolutes, the asssurance that one Evidence of the Unchanging

Redemptive God we serve, and the Revelation of the Lord Jesus Christ, is made increasingly clear

as Science and increasing knowledge show that the Bible, The very Word of the Living God, is the

only reliable roadmap on the narrow road to heaven. All of Missler's works do this. This reader

recommends, no urges... all new converts and older saints to feast on this small work...and then to

delve into Misslers other works! Maranatha.

This book will give you little gems, that will keep you digging for more. In Fact,the author asks you

not to beleive what he you have read but to investigate yourself. If your looking for in depth detail,

on this subject get another book. But to intrest a friend or someone just learning the works of God.

This book may spark a hunger or a desire to learn more, and give them a veiw of the big picture in

gods plan for all mankind.

Chuck Missler has the ability to astound a reader who is truly interested in searching out the truth!

"Hidden Treasures in the Biblical Text" is a short, but thoroughly absorbing walk through a small

number of fascinating observations that the author has made in his more than 50 years of Biblical



study. For the person who is interested in the Bible, but concerned about getting lost in the some

high level treatise on textural criticism, they need not worry one bit. The different segments are

digestable and also written in a manner that they will find thoroughly engaging. For example, in one

part Missler delves into a rather fascinating discussion of the Virgin Birth, taking the reader into each

of the genealogies of both the Gospel according to St. Matthew and the Gospel according to St.

Luke. This is discussed with respect to the Blood Curse pronounced on the line of Jeconiah (see

Jeremiah 22:30) where the LORD cursed the lineage of Davidic Rule that might proceed from

Jeconiah. The problem is that the Messiah had to come from the lineage of David!!! The only

solution will be the subtle Law given to the Israelites through Moses with regard to the situation of

inheritance faced by the daughters of Zelophehad. I have NEVER seen ANYONE ever bring these

facts into allignment with the NECESSITY for a virgin birth. Missler points out that Jesus Christ's

claim hangs on this Law!!! For the reader who is of Jewish background, like myself, it does pose an

interesting point that I've never heard considered with regard to the Messiah and his ancestral

lineage. It will certainly bring one's analysis of Jesus Christ and His Ministry into serious focus with

regard to the Tanakh, which is really how the question of his Messianic Claim should be evaluated

in the first place. Highly valuable and recommended!!!

So small and compact, yet there was more punch in this book than many other Christian books that

I have read over the years. Excellent.

A lot of research and analysis has gone into the study of the Bible and presented in this brief

volume. Much is substantiated by the Bible itself but some of it requires further explanation or falls

upon the reader to research it out for themselves. It would have been much better if each assertion

was thoroughly detailed and documented for further reference by the reader.
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